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Cost-cutting engineers and businesses or name of their chosen faith.
murderous military or perverse religionists.
And undercover murderers of the innocent The True Faith
abound.
The faith of Jesus, however, is different.
This era of world history is not his time. ‘My
Kingdom’, he says, ‘is not of this
Faiths of Violence
It is foolish and short-sighted simply to world’ (John 18:36). The Kingdom is indeed
blame a particular faith—in this case Islam, here and now—but only in the hearts and
the birth of which was bathed in blood.
minds of selected men and women. Their
role is to witness to the message of Jesus, the
Certainly that religion, especially the Wa- Gospel, and to discipline themselves to beh’habi faction that rules and dominates Saudi come increasingly Christ-like in behaviour.
Arabia, which spawned Osama bin Laden
and from where came most of the New York Jesus concluded his illustration: “Do you
and Washington killers, has indeed been the think these victims were greater sinners than
seed-bed of most modern worldwide terror- everyone else in Jerusalem?” Clearly not.
ism. We could cite the early WTC bombs, Jesus foresaw the awesome events some
Bali, Sudan, Kashmir, Nigeria, Afghanistan, forty years in the future. The citizens of JeruNew York, Baghdad, Madrid, London—and salem, unless they turned from their evil
now Turkey again. A noted Saudi commen- ways would experience the same result—
tator, Abdul Rachman al Rached, writes in a death. It happened.
Saudi paper: ‘...most perpetrators of suicide
operations in buses, schools and residential It’s a timeless message. Accidents will hapbuildings around the world for the past ten pen. States will oppress, torture, murder. Reyears have been Muslims’.
ligionists will seek to promote their views by
violent means. History warns that this human
Cast back a generation, however, and the nature is frail, fickle. It can—will—turn vioRepublican movement in Ireland, responsible lent when its purposes are frustrated, or
during thirty years of terror for over three when there’s perceived advantage.
thousand violent deaths, was rooted in the
centuries-old Roman Catholic desire for a The word of Jesus for today and for every
united Catholic Ireland. It’s an ongoing nation, for all mankind, is the same as his
struggle, too often supported by ignorance of message to ancient Assyria through the
the motives on both sides of the Atlantic.
prophet Jonah: ‘let them turn every one from his
Back a few centuries more and Christianity—both Protestant and Catholic—was the
prime mover in worldwide slaughter, mitigated and suppressed only by the rise in 17th
century Europe of the Enlightenment, secular
humanism and the democratic ideal. Christianity, it seems, has been as guilty as Islam.
In fact no world faith—Hindu, Buddhist, Islam, Christianity—is guiltless, and all have
from time to time taken up the sword in the

evil way, and from the violence that is in their hands.
Who can tell if God will turn and repent, and turn
away from his fierce anger, that we perish not?’

Only at the return of Jesus the Messiah as
King of kings and Lord of lords—in control
of politics and religion—will the horrors of
suicidal murderers and killers of any and
every faith be erased from the planet.
And God’s time is near.

